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A Policy Advisory Group was assembled to reflect expertise
across multiple cross-cutting dimensions of net zero (1/2)

Tera Allas

Laura Cozzi

Cameron Hepburn

Michael Liebreich

(McKinsey Director)

(IEA Chief Modeller)

(Oxford Smith School)

(BNEF Founder)

Remit: Business and Local Ambition

Remit: Synergies across vectors

Remit: Chair

Remit: Technology

A Policy Advisory Group was assembled to reflect expertise
across multiple cross-cutting dimensions of net zero (2/2)

Jim Skea

Lorraine Whitmarsh

Giles Wilkes

Bryony Worthington

(IPCC/Just Transition)

(Bath University Psychologist)

(Institute for Government)

(QC Foundation/House of Lords)

Remit: Just transition and net zero

Remit: Narratives and public engagement

Remit: Government organisation

Remit: International amplifiers
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Remit and process

Context
–

The economics of net zero continue to
improve: a very positive outlook is
emerging

–

But net zero by 2050 involves
transformation across many systems;
success requires new beliefs and
narratives, a reorganised government,
new technologies and huge policy change

– Remit: go beyond existing CCC sectoral
analyses, examine changes to policy
and societal arrangements needed to
drive the transformation to net zero
– Process: three meetings held in H2
2020, including pitches
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Sensitive Intervention Points
– Sensitive intervention points (SIPs) occur where a small
change, amplified by positive feedbacks, can trigger a
larger irreversible change.

– A kick can be effective when the system is chaotic, or
near a critical point (Fig 1A).
e.g. subsidising near-market clean technologies.
– A shift can occur in the underlying system dynamics,
where the rules of the system change (Fig 1B).
e.g. UK Climate Change Act 2008
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We identified 40 SIPs in nine categories
1. Public engagement to deepen awareness across multiple communities
2. Just transition to help “level up” society
3. Reorganise government to lead on net zero from the centre
4. Align incentives, through carbon pricing and a carbon takeback obligation;
5. Leverage global dynamics, with higher UK ambition and carbon border adjustments;
6. Increase business ambition, with closer engagement with key firms;
7. Accelerate technological progress, using “pathfinder” cities and regions to test integrated approaches;
8. Redirect capital flows, including through accounting and audit interventions;
9. Harness the law to drive legal and regulatory shifts.

‘Victorians of the 21st century’
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1. Deepen public engagement
– Net zero was mentioned in every major party’s manifesto
– Politicians could claim to have “latent consent” for it
– But there was minimal discussion at the 2019 general election

Source: Sasse et al (2020) Net zero: How government can meet its climate change target, Institute for Government.

3. Reorganise government
●

PM-backed Climate Change Minister: Current and future PMs cannot be the
climate minister but must prominently champion this person who should be feared for
their clout. The PM should be actively and visibly involved in climate decisions.

●

Cabinet Office Responsibility: Cabinet should set climate targets in response to
the CCC, making the trade-offs passed up to it by ministers, oversee delivery, and
conduct the international climate negotiations.

●

Vertical alignment: The Cabinet Secretary (Case) must ensure that decisions of the
Cabinet Office are followed by individual ministries and lower-level bodies.

●

Horizonal alignment: Around the cabinet table, agendas come into conflict. When
conflicts occur, the Cabinet Minister (Gove) needs to remind colleagues of the
commitment to net zero that must be achieved.

Giles Wilkes
(Institute for Government)

●

Net Zero Corporate Plans: Require any company meeting with ministers or
secretaries of state to have a plan to reach net zero emissions.

Remit: Government organisation

5. Harness global dynamics
●

Bolder UK targets: By taking bold action, the UK will have to develop effective
policy frameworks which others can copy. More ambitious targets could comprise a
100% reduction by 2040 (90% domestic, 10% international offsets) and 120% by
2050 (100% domestic, 20% offsets) (Johnson, Sharma, Raab). Investments in
overseas abatement can be used to catalyse and scale up action in other countries

●

Support climate-compatible growth in developing countries: The FCDO (Raab)
should work with the COP26 to deploy carrots and sticks to eliminate fossil subsidies,
lift climate ambition and implementation in other nations.

●

Border Carbon Adjustments: Working with the EU, the Secretary of State for
International Trade (Truss) and BEIS (Sharma) should consider using trade law to
prevent carbon leakage and to encourage carbon pricing in other countries.

●

Preferential trading arrangements: Consider forming bilateral and multilateral
preferential trading arrangements for environmental goods and services.

●

Stop UK Export Finance loans or guarantees to fossil projects: UK Export
Finance (Taylor) must ensure that UK state or private financial institutions are no
longer financing new projects inconsistent with global net zero emissions by 2050.

Bryony Worthington
(QC Foundation/House of Lords)
Remit: International amplifiers

7. Accelerate technological progress
●

Strategically support key clean technologies. Some technologies have
predictably higher learning rates than others, even based on limited early data. This
can be used to bet on a portfolio of technologies, noting that half of the emissions
reductions will come from heating and transport, CCUS, hydrogen and bioenergy,
where key technologies are not yet commercial. Globally, wind, nuclear SMRs,
CCUS and hydrogen are areas of interest for the UK. Procurement policies and R&D
subsidies could be aligned to net zero.

●

Share reliable and up-to-date technology cost information. Often key institutions
are several years behind in their understanding of the costs of different technologies.

●

Fund pathfinder projects in specific regions or cities. We need to understand
what is actually required to make net zero a reality, including the roadblocks and
other likely stumbles. They could also help us identify technology synergies.

●

Identify key technology ecosystems: Technologies interact; the entire ecosystem
of technologies needs to be commercially viable.

Michael Liebreich
(BNEF Founder)
Remit: Technology
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Summary
–

Net zero by 2050 is a huge undertaking requiring
transformation across multiple systems

–

The benefits and opportunities are now clearer, and there is
a positive story from many angles

–

It is all about delivery, quickly, and government can trigger
helpful non-linear socio-technical dynamics

– In retrospect, it all might seem obvious and even easy!

Thank you
Prof Cameron Hepburn
cameron.hepburn@smithschool.ox.ac.uk
@camjhep
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